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FRAGRANCE OF THE PAST, 
THE TASTE OF THE FUTURE

Pernigotti Maestri Gelatieri Italiani is an Italian story that is 160 years 
old, built on tireless passion and respect for authentic tradition.

It’s a story that has seen a small, family-run workshop become a global 
benchmark company in the sector, with unsurpassed expertise in creating 

cocoa-based products.

Inspired by the past and guided by the future, we’ve never 
stopped innovating and always seek the best ingredients and 

production systems, to offer products of exceptional quality. That’s 
why, this year, once again, we’re presenting so many delicious new 
entries, based on tradition and innovation, to always offer 

the best for gelato makers. 
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morettina pepita
Today, there’s a new addition to the range of cream spreads that has revolutionised artisan gelato ripples 

thanks to Morettina Pepita! A truly unique cream spread that’s soft and packed with delicious hot and 
extremely crunchy toasted whole hazelnuts.

Paying tribute to the tradition of Pernigotti Maestri Gelatieri, it is perfect as it is for rippling gelato or for 
preparing traditional cremini with an added crunch. 

The promise of a double delight in a single bite. 
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delicious hot and extremely crunchy 

toasted whole hazelnuts.



MORETTINA PEPITA
12093050

Gianduja flavoured spread with 20% crunchy 
whole toasted hazelnuts added hot. The spread 
that hides a treasure.

Ripple to taste during 
extraction

2 x 5.5 kg buckets   

ARTICLE PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PACKAGING characteristics



amore ripples
Creaminess and crunchiness combine to create love… or amore in Italian. Intriguing ripples packed with 

nuts and pieces of cone wafer for an unexpectedly crunchy touch. Careful selection and processing of 
premium ingredients, versatility and a vast range: more than ripples, these are a promise of deliciousness 

for moments of intense pleasure that will become the best declaration of love... 
the love for artisan gelato and all our customers.
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AMORE RIPPLE
hazelnut

12092010A

Soft gianduja flavoured cream enriched with 
chopped hazelnut and crunchy cone wafer.

As a ripple: ripple to taste 
during extraction.
As a flavouring: 80/100 g kg/
mix

2 x 4 kg buckets

AMORE RIPPLE
pistachio

12092026

A delicious cream with pistachio paste and 
packed with chopped toasted pistachio and 
crunchy cone wafer. 

As a ripple: ripple to taste 
during extraction.
As a flavouring: 80/100 g kg/
mix

2 x 4 kg buckets

AMORE RIPPLE
salted peanut

12092018

Delicious peanut butter flavoured cream with 
a hint of salt. With peanut paste and rich in 
chopped toasted and salted peanuts and 
crunchy cone wafer.

As a ripple: ripple to taste 
during extraction.
As a flavouring: 80/100 g kg/
mix

2 x 4 kg buckets

AMORE RIPPLE
pecan

12092016

An innovative salted caramel cream, packed 
with pecan nuts and crunchy cone wafer.

As a ripple: ripple to taste 
during extraction.
As a flavouring: 80/100 g kg/
mix

2 x 4 kg buckets

ARTICLE PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PACKAGING characteristics
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CLASSIC creAm
A classic and traditional yellow cream made using milk and egg yolks and with fragrant 

notes of lemon. Rich and delicious, just as it traditionally was, it is one of the most popular flavours 
worldwide. Guaranteed success, always and forever.  

CLASSIC CREAM
A yellow cream with milk, egg yolks and the 
delicate flavour of lemon peel. To offer on even 
richer, more traditional cream, with the flavour 
of beaten egg and milk, follow the recipe on 
the label.

150/200 g of product + 1 kg of 
base mix. 
For a richer recipe:  
340 g of product
+ 260 g of whole milk
+ 400 g of fresh cream

 

ARTICLE PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PACKAGING characteristics

2 x 5 kg 
tins
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cocoa rustic 
nougat ripple

Impossible not to fall in love with so much goodness. Nougat or torrone is one of Italy’s traditional 
confectionery products and is now the star of a creamy and crunchy cocoa and nougat-flavoured ripple: 

intriguing and incredibly delicious. 

COCOA RUSTIC 
NOUGAT RIPPLE
12092011

A creamy cocoa and nougat-flavoured ripple 
ideal for adding a touch of something new. 
Enriched with 25% of chopped rustic nougat.

Ripple to taste during 
extraction

2 x 5 kg 
buckets   

ARTICLE PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PACKAGING characteristics
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GIANDUIOTTINO
New modern pastry recipes by Maestri Gelatieri Italiani.

Gianduiottino Semifreddo is the new single-portion spoon dessert created by Maestri Gelatieri Italiani 
that is just the thing to make even the coldest days a delight, as well as giving a delicious touch to any time of 

year.



Semifreddo ingredients:
Gianduiotto Cream Paste code 12093515 120 g 
Cold whole milk 660 g
Semifreddo cream -18 code 1210711A 340 g

Coating ingredients:
Classic Morettina code 12093027 800 g
Stracciatella code 12093221A 200 g

Method:
Whisk the semifreddo in a planetary mixer, flavouring it with 
Gianduiotto Cream Paste. 
Fill the silicone mould with the mixture and blast chill until the 
semifreddo has set.
Remove from the mould and glaze (melt the Stracciatella and 
incorporate Classic Morettina, mix). Blast chill again. 
Display at a temperature of -18°/ -20°.

Exceptional in its traditional version, where the soft semifreddo filling created using Gianduiotto Cream is covered in a layer of Classic 
Morettina, with an unexpected insertion of Hazelnut of the Langhe PGI paste, which adds an elegant detail and a “toasted” flavour to the 
dessert. Decidedly surprising in the crunchy version, which includes a layer of Stracciatella. 
For even more extravagant recipes, we suggest the version we call a “symphony of deliciousness” – an intriguing and seductive blend of 
White, Hazelnut and Classic Morettina. 

GIANDUIOTTINO SEMIFREDDO RECIPE



PROFUMO  
DI SICILIA KIT
12108382

A kit that brings the fragrances and 
atmosphere of Sicily to your display cabinet. 
Comprises Profumo di Sicilia Paste 
flavoured with milk, lemon and cinnamon, 
Profumo di Sicilia Almond Morettina, a toasted 
almond ripple with citrus flavours of orange 
and cinnamon and Profumo di Sicilia Sprinkles 
a crunchy biscuit crumble with cubes of 
candied orange and chopped pistachios, with a 
pleasant fragrance of lemon.

Profumo di Sicilia Paste: 50 g + 
1 kg of white base. 
Profumo di Sicilia Almond 
Morettina: decorate to taste.
Profumo di Sicilia Sprinkles: 
decorate to taste.

Profumo di Sicilia 
Paste 1 x 3.5 kg bucket 
+ Profumo di Sicilia 
Almond Morettina 1 x 6 
kg bucket + Profumo di 
Sicilia Sprinkles
2 x 2.5 kg bags
= 14.5 kg

  

ARTICLE PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PACKAGING characteristics

profumo di sicilia KIT
Our declaration of love for wonderful Sicily, in a kit designed to create a gelato with notes of toasted 
almonds, cinnamon, extremely fragrant citrus notes and a rich decoration, provided by 

crumble biscuit with cubes of candied orange and pistachio sprinkles.
A flavour that fully encapsulates the traditional emotions and colours of a truly unique land.
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modica KIT
The chocolate experts bring you Modica Kit, a tribute to the chocolate that is the symbol of Sicilian 

tradition. For a real “Modica Chocolate PGI” gelato with an intense and unique flavour, in which 
creaminess blends perfectly with the coarseness of the unique “Modica Chocolate PGI” raw nibs. An 

authentic and certified flavour.
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MODICA KIT
12108375

Our Modica Kit comprises: PUROFONDENTE 
with ‘MODICA CHOCOLATE PGI’’ raw nibs, 
complete base without added milk derivatives 
with “Modica Chocolate PGI” raw nibs and 
100%” MODICA CHOCOLATE PGI” raw nibs.

PUROFONDENTE with 
“MODICA CHOCOLATE PGI’’ 
raw nibs 1.8 kg
+ 2.5 l of hot water.
 100% ‘MODICA CHOCOLATE 
PGI” raw nibs
167 g for each gelato tub

PUROFONDENTE
with ‘MODICA 
CHOCOLATE PGI’’ raw 
nibs 6 x 1.8 kg bags
+ 100% “MODICA 
CHOCOLATE PGI’’ raw 
nibs 1 x 1 kg bag = 
11.8 kg

  

ARTICLE PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PACKAGING characteristics
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bananao KIT
Designed for young consumers, with the traditional flavour of delicious snacks and an appealing 

look thanks to bright colours.  A new idea for banana-flavoured gelato that’s 
delicious thanks to the milk chocolate and playful thanks to the special sugar 

paste decorations;  
a special blend of contrasts and flavours.  



bananAo KIT
12108380

A kit comprising Bananao Base, with an intense 
banana flavour and an attractive yellow colour, 
Bananao Ripple, with a delicious flavour of 
banana-flavoured milk chocolate and Bananao 
Decoration, sugar paste bananas for an 
appealing flavour and colour.

Bananao Base: 1.25 kg of 
product + 1.25 l of water
+ 1.25 l of milk. Process cold. 
Bananao Ripple: to taste. 
Bananao Decoration: to taste.

Bananao Base   6 
x 1.25 kg bags+ 
Bananao Ripple
1 x 3 kg bucket + 
Bananao Decoration 1 
box containing 75 pcs 
= 10.9 kg

ARTICLE PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PACKAGING characteristics
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stracciatella gold
Ideal for creating stracciatella flavour or for melting and pouring onto precious gelato sticks and 

cones. Incredibly seductive, with a crunchy touch, its intense caramel flavour and golden 
colour are the secrets to delicious and visually appealing recipes.



STRACCIATELLA 
GOLD
12093225

Caramel white chocolate-flavoured 
stracciatella. With emulsifiers to prevent surface 
separation of the product. Transforms every 
creation into everyday luxury.

Depending on uses and 
preferences.

2 x 5 kg 
buckets  

ARTICLE PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PACKAGING characteristics
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RIPPLES 4.0
An upgrade for our fruit ripples, which have become a masterpiece of innovation.

Ripples 4.0 offer the artist gelato maker perfect adherence, a high fruit content, for a rich and 
authentic flavour, practicality and versatility, combined 

with premium quality, the result of carefully-selected ingredients.



STRAWBERRY 
RIPPLE
12095873 

With 41% of strawberries and a dark red colour 
typical of strawberries ripened under the sun.

Ripple to taste during 
extraction.

2 x 3.5 kg 
buckets   

PASSION FRUIT 
RIPPLE

12095874 

With 25% of passion fruit and packed with 
seeds. With a creamy consistency. For a fun and 
lively touch. With natural flavourings.

Ripple to taste during 
extraction.

2 x 3.5 kg 
buckets   

ARTICLE PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PACKAGING characteristics
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toppingS
New and elegant graphics for a complete range of colourful and delicious toppings. Creamy 

sauces with an intense and velvety flavour, for decorating the most imaginative creations, 
but also for adorning the sales outlet with the signature of Pernigotti Maestri Gelatieri Italiani.



MANGO
TOPPING
12098050

Trendy and delicious. Mango flavoured. To taste 6 x 1 kg bottles    

Sour Cherry 
Topping
12098022A

A traditional decoration that’s always on trend. 
With 23% of sour cherry juice

To taste 6 x 1 kg bottles    

Cocoa 
Topping 
12098042A

Intense cocoa flavour. To taste 6 x 1 kg bottles    

Caramel
TOPPING
12098043A

Warm and aromatic flavour of caramel. To taste 6 x 1 kg bottles    

Strawberry 
Topping  
12098026A

Creamy and full. With 37% of fruit.. To taste 6 x 1 kg bottles

 

   

Forest 
Fruits 
Topping
12098039A

Fragrant and fresh. With 35% of fruit. To taste 6 x 1 kg bottles    

ARTICLE PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PACKAGING characteristics
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basES
The base represents the fundamental linchpin of artisan gelato production and makes 
it possible to choose the solution best suited to the production needs of the gelato maker.  In fact, the 
goodness and performance of an excellent gelato depend on a fundamental principle:  the host base. 

Pernigotti Maestri Gelatieri offers a vast range of products to satisfy all your needs. So many products with a 
single objective: offering infinite solutions and giving free rein to your creativity. 
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PANVEG
12091642

A cream-flavoured powdered plant-based 
mix with vegetable fats, ideal as an integrator 
for gelato and useful for adding stability and 
creaminess.  Ideal for creating a plant-based 
whipped product and for stabilising fresh cream, 
creating delicious semifreddo desserts, as well 
as tasty fillings and decorations.  The added 
benefit of this mix is that it can be kept for longer 
compared to fresh cream and stays whipped 
longer too.

For gelato: use to prepare 
gelatos 30-70 g per 1 kg 
of base mix, to make them 
creamier, more voluminous 
and stable. 
For pastry: 500 g of product
+ 200 g of sugar
+ 1 l of water (prepare in a 
planetary mixer).

8 x 2 kg bags   

PURA&RICCA 350 
BASE
12091182

High-quantity base with natural ingredients, 
including bamboo fibre, that give excellent 
structure and stability. Without added vegetable 
fats, for a clean-tasting gelato.

350 g of product
+ 1 litre of milk 6 x 2.1 kg bags

VEGAN BASE
12091640 

100% plant-based, with fructose to guarantee 
quality gelato in a quick and practical way.

1.35 kg
+ 2.5 l of water 8 x 1.35 kg bags   

ARTICLE PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PACKAGING characteristics



www.pernigottigelatieri.com
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